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	undefined: YMCA Auckland City Centre Timetable
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	FRIDAY: Muscle Sculpt 6:15am
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	Text4: BlastHT: HIIT/Bootcamp Training 6-week course that challenges all fitness levels. *$6 per sessionBOX and Burn: A high energy class focusing on boxing technique and strength drills.BURN: This is our inspired workout of the week designed by our fantastic trainers. CORE Power: Incorporating Pilates, Yoga and core training techniques for an effective class.XPRESS-Fit:  Learn, train and test your body with a 30 minute workout.LUNCH Run: Join like-minded runners in a social run group designed for beginner to intermediate.MUSCLE Sculpt: Muscle Sculpt uses a variety of weight bearing and body weight exercises to sculpt your body shape. KIDS Club: Have a workout with your kids in this interactive 30min class. JUMPSTART: is a 10-week exercise & lifestyle programme for people with Diabetes
	Text5: DANCE with Jai: Fusion of Jazz dance style, cardio, flexibility and movement.POWER Play: is a circuit class that incorporates a range of body weight and weight bearing exercises.PILATES: emphasises the balanced development of the body through efficient movement. SPINNING: is the original indoor cycling experience. SPRING HIIT: A high energy 30min workout that makes you feel alive and is perfect for fat burning.TAI Chi: focuses on gentle, flowing movements to cultivate the link between you mind & body.TABATA: a form of High Intensity Interval Training that increases your metabolic rate.YOGA: Yoga is best known as a spiritual, mental and physical discipline that originated from India.


